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Islands Trip - Margaret, GW4SUE 
In 1985 the society was celebrating its tenth anniversary ,  how to 
celebrate this was debated for quite a while. It was decided to 
activate an island , the excitement mounted on which island it 
would be. Because it seemed relatively close Lundy Island was 
chosen, how would we get there was the big question, ideas ranged 
from the obvious , by sea to the outlandish by helicopter from 
Tredegar Park, yes stupidity had set in by now.

The trip to the island was eventful, four members went on an old 
boat called the Polar Bear with all the gear and the remaining eleven 
went on the island motor boat from Clovelly. All started off well 
until the open sea was reached, The Polar Bear rolled and wallowed 
and one member was physically ill. The group from Clovelly were a 
bit disturbed when asked to put on water proofs supplied to them. 
That the boat spent more time in the air than on the water would 
be a fair description. Members of that group were sat on lockers  
and the first time the boat took off so did the bodies sat on the 
lockers, what goes up must come down, yes on the hands that were 
holding tightly to the lockers , a few choice  words followed.

Radio wise we used the club rig and a members amplifier into a 
three element beam ,  pile ups were the norm  and even an 
emergency call was made to Germany via Mexico . There had been a 
large earthquake in Mexico and the skip would not allow contact 
between Germany and Mexico, we were a good signal into Mexico 
and we were asked to contact a station in Germany which we were 
able to do. During the week we contacted close to 1000 stations 
which we considered a great success being the first trip we had 
done.

Following the success of the trip to Lundy, the "island trip" became 
a bi-annual event and carried on over the next fourteen years. The 
islands visited were The Welsh Islands, we stayed on Scokholm 
island and visited Skomer and Grassholm island, Raasay island, Islay, 
Alderney  , Colonsay and the Isle of Eigg. Lundy and Islay were 
visited twice. The Welsh Islands were next, the weather that week 
was outstanding .  We scaled up the equipment for this trip to three 
rigs which we ran together in  what was called the laboratory and 
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Sad News 

It is with deep regret that we record 
the passing, earlier this month,  of 
Terry Wynn.     Ross writes:

" I first saw Terry in the late 60’s. I didn’t 
meet him as such, I was sitting an exam 
and I was conscious of a lecturer  stood in 
the hall. That was Terry.

A few years later I attended a lecture 
given by Terry and, as I was later to come 
to expect, it was interesting, anecdotal and 
humorous but one had to be keenly 
attuned to his humour and paying 
attention or you could miss some of these 
pearls of wisdom.

Terry told me that he had trained to be a 
doctor...A medical doctor but his interest 
in physics and electronics got the better of 
him.

His depth of knowledge was seemingly 
unfathomable and he was able to speak 
with great authority  on a wide range of 
subjects. Despite all this talent, he never 
spoke down to anybody and was always 
happy to give you the benefit of his 
knowledge"

Terry was a highly respected and 
valued member of the Newport 
Amateur  Radio Society and always 
the perfect gentleman.

Rest in peace Terry

Terry's Funeral will be at Gwent 
Crematorium, 11am,  June 3rd.
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NO headphones. The pile ups were unbelievable , we were catered 
for our food on this trip so we had set mealtimes, as mealtimes were 
approaching we told the stations calling us that we would be QRT 
for a while, when we returned  half an hour later the pile up was 
waiting for us it was amazing .  Highlight of the week was the arrival 
of a sea king helicopter bringing  sand and gravel for building work 
and a bag of museli, the problem came when they were all wrapped 
in the same bags and we had to find it. The downdraught from the 
helicopter caused the water butt tops to be blown off with all the 
binoculars as well. The trips to Skomer and Grassholm  were also 
successful  with a net controller  left on Scolkholm.

Raasay, Islay  and Eigg being in Scotland presented a logistical 
headache but we overcame these, stopping overnight in Stirling and 
putting the scaffold poles for the tower on the roof of a landrover 
along with the beam all the rest of the gear was inside. A mini bus 
was hired for the main party to travel in. On Raasay we stayed in 
Raasay House an old rambling house that was an outward bound 
centre, it took us almost a week to find our way around it. 
Conditions were again excellent  and the rig was hardly turned off  
working stateside through the night and moving around to VK land 
in the morning.  Islay was next and again conditions were great,  the 
bonus on this island was the wildlife and the  ninewhisky distilleries, 
yes we visited each one !!!. We also suffered from the angels share 
which is the whiskey that is evaporated. We had difficulty stringing a 
sensible sentence together. A good time was had y all.  Eigg was also 
different , we could not take cars to Eigg so no beam, but the 
contacts were again excellent. It was a bit dodgy getting off thebig 
ferry onto the small boat to land on Eigg. We had three dogs with us 
and they had to be thrown across (no animal was injured on this 
trip). In looking back on these island trips it has brought back so 
many memories that have not been touched on in this little trip 
down memory lane of Newport Amateur Radio Society .  I am sure 
that for those members that were on these trips will be surprised 
when they taketheir memories  and look back.  On a personal  level  
I would not have been to the placeswe visited if it had not been for 
amateur radio so for this a big thank-you. 

Perhaps a thought should be given to our then chairman John Illiffe 
GW8SVN who had the drive and commitment to the club that 
kept us all going, John is sadly now silent key .

Margaret, GW4SUE
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NARS in the News 

Newport Amateur Radio Society 
is featured in the Newsdesk 
section of the latest  Practical 
Wireless,  with mention of our 
'Hexbeam Hands-On' demo, 
scheduled for June 10th. 

Please make every effort to 
attend this event. 

Congratulations... 

To a smiling Richie Samphire on 
passing his advance exam, and 
now the proud owner of a brand 
new callsign.   Well Done Rich!


